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 Nucleotide sequences are input as pairwise files or aligned sequences in FASTA format. In addition, it has the following data files for DNA sequences and BlastZ alignment files. The website for DNA sequences is at . For BlastZ, the sequences are aligned at . Introduction {#sec1} ============ Next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies have accelerated the development of omics and
genomics \[[@bib1]\]. The large amounts of data generated in recent years challenge researchers to develop appropriate bioinformatics tools to process, analyse, and interpret NGS data. In addition, biological sequence databases are becoming increasingly large with the development of NGS technologies. These databases provide a unique opportunity to investigate species differences that have been

masked by the generally limited scope of traditional Sanger sequencing. In recent years, the volume of NGS data has increased dramatically. More laboratories are using NGS to study plant functional genomics, transcriptomics, proteomics and metabolomics in crops \[[@bib2]\]. Many NGS platforms have been developed and are constantly improving in order to generate larger data, including Illumina
(Illumina Inc., San Diego, CA), 454 (Roche 454 Life Sciences, USA), Ion Torrent (Life Technologies, USA), PacBio (Pacific Biosciences, USA) and SMRT (Pacific Biosciences, USA) \[[@bib3]\]. For small fragments (\500 bp) they generate shorter reads, which are more appropriate for specific applications (e.g. de novo assembly and finishing, contig assembly, haplotype inference, structural

variant detection, etc.). Long reads have been frequently used to assemble short reads from multiple types of sequencing technologies \[[@bib4]\]. Long reads (\>1000 bp) are usually used for a de novo assembly, which requires long sequencing reads. Conversely, for finishing short reads (\ 82157476af
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